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Rezero is the name of a unique Ballbot which is cur-
rently developed by a team of thirteen students. Our 
prototype is supposed to balance itself on a sphere 
both while sedentary and when in motion. With a 
modern design and stunning abilities Rezero will 
make this technology accessible to a broad audience.

Ballbot
A Ballbot moves on a single ball, not on wheels. This is both astonishing 
and creates a new means of mobility for robots. A Ballbot can move 
spontaneously in any direction and does so in a manner as smooth and 
elegant as a figure skater on ice.

Vision
Rezero is the first Ballbot which does not only focus on stability, the calm 
balancing, but also aims at high agility, the fast movement.  Whether 
used as a guide, a toy, a service robot or a daily aid, a Ballbot can prove 
its potential in a narrow, varying and crowded environment. Primari-
ly, Rezero is meant to entertain and impress. It is supposed to create 
emotions. It will be able to interact with a small group of people, react 
on attractions and in doing so create a hands-on experience with the 
Ballbot technology. The Ballbot will be an ambassador of its own move-
ment skills.



Concept
Using a clever combination of several distance sensors and microphones 
Rezero is able to perceive and to react to its environment. Children will 
enjoy playing with the robot, as it will be able to play games and will 
respond to voice commands. In the same way, Rezero is able to avoid per-
sons or obstacles. Its dynamic hull even allows Rezero to show and create 
emotions. Imagine Rezero breathing, being curious or frightened. And 
even waking up or going to sleep by revealing or retracting its sphere.

Technics
Along with the choice of technically high-class and performance opti-
mized parts, we concentrate mainly on the drive and the power transmis-
sion on the ball. Here, we also want to create as much propulsion as pos-
sible with as little weight as possible. Three driven omni-wheels, wheels 
which rotate freely in the direction of the axial, allow us to completely 
control the sphere with almost no undesired friction.
High-tech sensors and a robust system control form the heart of Rezero’s 
electronic system. Completed by distance and sonic sensors in combinati-
on with many other components it forms the experience of Rezero.

Batteries
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Support
The development of Rezero requires a lot of experience and knowledge 
for the dimensioning and implementation of all parts. Therefore we al-
ready collaborate with nationally and internationally leading companies 
and we are always highly interested to cooperate with new partners.
By such cooperation, we offer the possibility to closely work together 
with a team of future engineers and designers on the exploration and 
construction of Rezero. Rezero represents the ideal platform for collabo-
rations between industry and university. The transfer of knowledge and 
technology should be boosted systematically to increase the efficiency 
and quality on both sides. But the symbiosis between practical expe-
rience and theoretic knowledge should also go beyond this exchange 
and even though the journey is the reward, the cooperation should lead 
to a fascinating final product, as well.

Team
The Focus-Project Team Ballbot consists of eight future mechanical 
engineers, studying at the ETH Zurich1, two electrical engineers from the 
ZHAW2 and the Industrial Designers educated at ZHdK3 which are all on 
the brink of the entrance into the world of work. Through the combina-
tion of our skills and ideas we aim to complete an unprecedented pro-
ject which develops a new concept of movement. Furthermore, Rezero, 
supported by Disney, is an international project that goes far beyond 
the limits of a research project. Our team with its task is supervised by 
Prof. Dr. Roland Siegwart, Deputy Head of the Insitute of Robotics and 
Intelligent Systems and Director of the Autonomous Systems Lab at 
ETH Zurich.

B Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich
C Zurich University of Applied Sciences
D Zurich University of the Arts


